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Opinion

As humanity is rapidly moving towards gearing up to “ welcome
“ the next stage in Human Evolution as represented by autistic
beings, especially children with autism, an Emerging field of science
namely Brain Theranostics is being enriched by Paradigm-Shifting
Autism Treatment Techniques. This article introduces the Emerging
Science of Theranostics in Autism and presents the Overview of this
leading-edge application that is Transforming the Autism Diagnosis
and Treatment Landscape today.

Before we proceed further in our understanding of Autism and
Brain Theranostics , let me first clarify the seemingly paradoxical
statement about autism being the next stage in human evolution
AND autism treatment being mentioned in the same sentence.
Autism “qualifies” for the “post” of the Next Stage in Human
Evolution by virtue of the Fact that Autistic Beings are extremely
energy Sensitive. This energy sensitivity acts like a double-edged
sword because the very same energy sensitivity that helps them
Thrive with their unique gifts and talents also presents in most
cases as Limiting Symptoms, symptoms which if not recognized,
understood and healed/cured , invariably results in the autistic
person Not being “Able” to or Not being “Allowed” to Express their
Inherent Genius abilities offering them their Evolutionary Edge/
Advantage.
Coming back to HOW the field of brain theranostics is being
revolutionized, advanced and enriched by the latest autism
diagnosis and treatment techniques being applied today, we need to
begin with the Definitions first.

Definition of Theranostics

Theranostics, in simple terms means Diagnostic and
Therapeutic modalities, techniques, procedures or tools combined
into one. In other words, there are Two aspects integrated in the
term and those are - Therapeutics and Diagnostics
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Definition of Theranostics in the Context of Autism
In the context of autism what this means is - Any tool, technique,
modality or procedure which does the “double duty” of not only
Diagnosing Autism, but also Treating/Curing/Healing Autism. (And
by treating/curing/healing what is meant is the Disappearance of
the Limiting Symptoms of autism).

Consider this Scenario - One moment a Nonverbal child with
autism is showing no signs of verbal communication and the next
moment the very same child is communicating in phrases and
sentences and singing rhymes .This is Not a scene from some
futuristic Science Fiction movie but a reality that is ALREADY
unfolding today. Thanks to the Emerging science of Brain
Theranostics in Autism.
How is this “working “ ? What miraculous scientific discovery is
making this possible? The science behind this “manifestation” has
its fundamentals in Quantum Physics. It is revealed in the answer to
the question - What is everything in the Universe made up of? And
the answer to that is - Energy. Everything in the Universe is made
up of Energy. At the subatomic level, there is nothing but Energy.
APPLYING this very FACT through Applied Energy Medicine in the
form of Intent Healing (™) is what is working on the ground today
helping hundreds of children with autism, especially Nonverbal
autism discover their NATURAL ability to communicate through
speech.

The Theranostics Tool in Autism

So what is this Theranostics Tool in autism that is bringing
about these seemingly miraculous Results in autism? It is Energy
Assessment and Applied Energy Medicine. Energy Assessment of
the parents and the child with autism or of the autistic individual
is the Theranostics Tool in autism that is leading the way in brain
theranostics today. Instead of using other theranostic tools such as
nanoparticles markers, Energy Assessment can be done by Sensing
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and Reading the Energy Fields Remotely and thus Diagnosing
What and Where these Energy Disturbances are and the very Same
Energy that is applied in this diagnostic procedure is being Applied
in the form of Applied Energy Medicine to CORRECT those Energy
disturbances at the precise locations in “Real-Time”.

The “ Diagnostic Half ” of the theranostics tool in autism

The diagnosis is given in the form of an Energy Assessment
and Report. Reading which the person can come to a complete
understanding of the Energy Disturbances and the underlying
Energy Dynamics that is causing the limiting symptoms of autism
in the child and in many cases actually Preventing the autistic being
from being able to Thrive in Independence and Freedom.

The “ Therapeutic half ” of the theranostics tool in autism

This aspect is applied as actual channeling of Energy which
is Applied Energy Medicine in action and correcting the energy
disturbances and the underlying energy dynamics that were
revealed by the initial energy assessment and report. And this
is done as Remote Healing sessions with Intent Healing (™). The
details of this process is described in the book ‘How to Heal Autism
and ADHD in 30 Days: The Phenomenally Powerful Breakthrough of
Intent Healing (™)” ( http://authenticautismsolutions.com/autisme-book/)

The Challenges in Brain Theranostics and the Advantages
of Energy Assessment as the Theranostic Tool in Brain
Theranostics
The major challenges in the field of Brain Theranostics today are
- Overcoming the limitations of blood–brain barrier permeability,
difficulty in targeted delivery to specific brain regions, issues with
controlled delivery, and the feasibility for early diagnosis.
ALL of these challenges are addressed in One Go with the
Theranostics Tool of Energy Assessment and Applied Energy
Medicine. This is thus the “Unconventional” Solution for the
challenges being faced in Brain Theranostics today. It may seem
“Unconventional” by the standards of “modern conventional
medicine” but this is a Solution being Practised since thousands
of years that man has been on this planet. As Nobel Prize winning
scientist Albert Gyorgi stated almost a century ago “In every
Culture and in Every Medical Tradition before ours, Healing was
accomplished by Moving Energy”. This is Energy Assessment and
Applied Energy Medicine in action in the Emerging field of Brain
Theranostics Today.

Evolutionary Leap in the emerging field of theranostics
in general and brain theranostics in particular
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The autism connecting link and the discovery that is
transforming the field of Brain Theranostics today is Applied Energy
Medicine and Applied Intentional Epigenetics. Both of which are
applied in conjunction in Autism Healing/ Autism Cure/Autism
Treatment with Intent Healing (™). This is explained in detail in the
book ‘How to Heal Autism and ADHD in 30 Days’. The ParadigmShifting Paradox in the field of brain theranostics today is this Using Human Technological Expertise and Ability to Sense and Read
Energy Fields and Patterns as a Theranostics Tool that could make
the nanoparticle and other markers related theranostics redundant
even before they are applied. Because, this Energy based approach
has Relevance in conditions other than Autism theranostics too.

Advantages of energy assessments and applied energy
medicine as a theranostics tool in autism and other
brain conditions and disorders
A. Non-Invasive
B. Precise

C. Auto adjustment of “dosage” of treatment delivered that is
specific for each patient and the condition

D. Improvements Experienced immediately. Examples of this
are in conditions such as Subarachnoid hemorrhage and in Autism
E. Most Cost-Effective

F. NO harmful Side-effects

G. Patients/people with the specific condition feel SelfEmpowered as they can be taught HOW to apply it on themselves
and SEE/Experience the Results for themselves
H. Holistic Long-Term solution

Conclusion

Theranostics in Autism is the Leading Edge Science that is
transforming the Autism Diagnosis and Treatment Landscape
Today. While most of the world is still grappling with the conundrum
of the “Cause(s)” and diagnostic criteria for autism, a leading-edge
Healing Treatment modality in autism represented by the combined
Theranostics of Energy Assessments, Applied Energy Medicine and
Applied Intentional Epigenetics is already leading the way forward
in the field of Brain Theranostics. The choice rests in the hands
of the parents of these autistic beings or the autistic individuals
themselves - Either continue to “wait” endlessly for an agreement
to be arrived upon (by the “professionals”) regarding the “cause(s)”
and the diagnosis of autism or take an Evolutionary Leap (Literally)
and rapidly move forward on the path towards Accelerated healing
and thriving in Autism today.
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